Fig. S1. (A-D)
Probability density functions of the shear stress σ shear (A), normal stress σ normal (B), inertial drag stress σ drag (C), and vorticity ω (D) measured at the onset of jumps (solid circles) and along copepod trajectories without including jump onset positions (solid lines) at 50 rpm (dark and light blue), 150 rpm (dark and light green), 250 rpm (dark and light red), and 350 rpm (black and gray).
Fig. S2
. Probability density functions of the cosine of the jump angle α in calm water (magenta), at 50 rpm (blue), at 150 rpm (green), at 250 rpm (red), and at 350 rpm (black). The jump angle is defined as the angle between the direction of motion at the onset of jump and the jump displacement vector. Antialignment between the two vectors is achieved at cos(α) = − 1, normal angle at cos(α) = 0, and alignment at cos(α) = 1. Fig. S3 . The cluster exponent α, computed from the local dissipation rate (α ), from the copepod relative velocity (αu), and from the flow velocity signals (α f ), against the disk rotation speed. The error bars indicate the SD of α, which was computed using different thresholds cr and ucr . The exponent α f quantifies the clustering tendency of larger scales of turbulence. In our measurements, α f ≈ 0.5, which is expected since there is no clustering for scales larger than the integral scale of the flow at Reynolds numbers that are not very high. Inset shows C(t) = ρ(u i , i−t ) , i.e., the coefficient of correlation between the relative velocity of the copepods and the local dissipation rate along their trajectories at 350 rpm, for δt up to 2 s and for averaged over τ ranging from 0.1 s to 2 s. Because there is no correlation regardless of the value of τ considered, the curves overlap with the zero axis and are not distinguishable from one another. Fig. S4 . Mean jump frequency, given by the inverse of the mean waiting time between consecutive jumps, obtained with mixed genders (black circles), with single males (red squares), and with single females (blue triangles). The error bars show the SD of the mean, obtained from randomly subsampling each dataset, using a number of observations corresponding to 1/10th of the dataset. The mean jump frequency increases twofold from calm water to 350 rpm, both for mixed genders and for single males or single females, which rules out behavioral interactions between organisms as a main mechanism for the increase in jump frequency. S6 . Sketch of the experimental setup. The cameras are located around 30 cm away from the origin of the coordinate system and focus on an experimental volume located in the middle of the aquarium. The three-camera system records the motion of tracers, while a fourth camera, equipped with an image splitter, records the motion of copepods. The image splitter is composed of four mirrors and a prism that project the reflection of the investigation volume, observed from four different view angles, onto the camera sensor, resulting in four subimages. Turbulence is generated via counterrotating disks located on the side of the aquarium. Illumination is provided by a green laser through a transparent window at the bottom of the aquarium. 
